
Egypt's capabilities in defence manufacture are on display 
in full force at the EDEX 2021. The expo, which is the most 

premier tri-service defence shows in the African continent, hosts 
industry interactions for the leading players around the world and 
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Indian Ambassador to Egypt Ajit Gupte visiting the BDL Stall at India Pavilion. Commodore Siddarth Mishra (Retd) CMD, BDL, P.Radhakrishna, 
Director, BDL and M.Ravi, General Manager, Business Development also seen.

The Chief of the Namibian Airforce is visiting the India Pavilion. R. Madhavan, CMD, HAL  is also seen.
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top officials of various ministries of defence. 
The Day 2 of the expo, Egypt's only international defence 

expo covering air, land and sea, witnessed the massive presence 
of the country’s leading companies presenting their best. The 
defence industry players around the globe are leveraging on 
Egypt’s capability for military industrialization in the region by 
forging new partnership across sectors like, UAV, armoured 
vehicles, ammunitions etc.

Egypt manages one of the largest militaries in the world in 
addition to a growing local defence industry. With 920,000 
military personnel, Egypt’s military budget currently stands at 
$4.4 billion per year. EDEX is the only event of its kind in North 
Africa, offering exhibitors an opportunity to display the latest 
in military systems and hardware to a focused audience

The Indian Pavilion, which aims to expand the nations 
global reach in the North Africa, was visited by various 
military delegations on Day 2.The pavilion saw face-to-face 
interactions between senior military and industry leaders from 
across the MENA region. All pavilions were busy with meeting 

and interaction by decision makers across the world.
This includes Defence and Security Ministers, Chiefs of Staff, 

Chiefs of Army, Navy and Air Forces, Coastguard Commanders, 
Procurement Directorates, Plans and Policies Departments, 
Capability Development Directors, Heads of MRO, Marines 
and Special Forces, Republican Guard Commands, Critical 
National Infrastructure Authorities, Defence & Security 
Contractors, Academia and Research Organisations and 
Industry Bodies.

EDEX provides the ideal platform for companies to strengthen 
their relationships with existing customers in the MENA region 
and increase brand awareness with prominent onsite and online 
sponsorship. The expo showcases the latest technological 
innovations to both procurement and operational directorates.

The expo features a fully-hosted VIP programme ensuring the 
key VIPs and VVIPs are present at the show and fully engaged 
with a calendar and route for each day. The exhibitors are able 
to select which VIP Delegations they wish to meet, and then a 
tailored calendar will be given when those delegations will visit 
them for a meeting. 

...From Page 01
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Defence Minister 
Rajnath Singh 
inaugurated the 

three-day ‘Rashtra Raksha 
Samarpan Parv’ in Jhansi, 
Uttar Pradesh on November 
17, 2021. Speaking at the 
event, the minister listed out 
several initiatives undertaken 
by the ministry to strengthen 
the defence sector and ensure 
strategic independence.

The minister said that 
the bolstering the national 
security apparatus is of 
paramount importance 
to the Government. “Our 

country is facing many types 
of conventional & non-
conventional challenges - 
from border threats to sub-
conventional threats like terror 
and extremism. There is a need 
to create a strong, modern & 
well-equipped military, along 
with an equally capable, 
vibrant and self-reliant defence 
industry, which can provide 
low-cost yet top-quality 
equipment to our forces in a 
time-bound manner,” he said.

Underscoring the importance 
of self-reliance in defence 
manufacturing, Rajnath 

Singh said, India cannot fulfill 
its strategic and security 
needs by relying on other 
countries and the Government 
is constantly striving to 
achieve ‘Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat’ envisioned by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi. He 
elaborated on the structural 
and organisational reforms in 
the defence sector, including 
corporatisation of Ordnance 
Factory Board; setting up of 
defence corridors in Uttar 
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu; 
increase in Foreign Direct 
Investment; draft Defence 

Production and Export 
Promotion Policy 2020.

He expressed confidence 
that these steps will not 
only increase the country’s 
strength, but also provide a 
roadmap to the Indian defence 
manufacturing for the future. 
The Government’s efforts 
have started to bear fruit, the 
minister said, mentioning Rs 
50,000 crore order from the 
Armed Forces to Hindustan 
Aeronautical Limited (HAL). He 
termed it a historic deal which 
will take the Indian Aerospace 
sector to greater heights.

Shedding light on other 
visible results, Rajnath Singh 
said, in the last seven years, 
the defence exports have 
crossed Rs 38,000 crore 
mark. Joining of more than 
10,000 SMEs in the defence 
sector and increase in research 
& development, start-up, 
innovation, and employment in 
the defence sector are a result 
of the policies rolled out by the 
Government, he added.

Chief Minister of Uttar 
Pradesh Yogi Adityanath, 
Defence Secretary Dr Ajay 
Kumar also spoke on the 
occasion.

Defence Minister Inaugurates  
‘Rashtra Raksha Samarpan Parv’

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurating the three-day ‘Rashtra Raksha Samarpan Parv’ in Jhansi on November 17. The Minister 
of State for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, Bhanu Pratap Singh Verma, the Defence Secretary, Dr. Ajay Kumar also seen.
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Redefining the Limits to be 
a Contemporary Air Power

R Madhavan 
CMD, HAL

The IAF is committed to the development of Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA) with 
an aim to incorporate contemporary sixth-generation capabilities and sensors in a fifth generation 
platform. To enhance the IAF’s capability to detect the drones with due regard to emerging threats, 
the force has been working on capability development and acquisition in this field. IAF puts its 
thrust on the indigenous development of UAS/ Counter UAS technologies. “People’s Liberation 
Army Air Force (PLAAF) continues to focus on strengthening its operational infrastructure 
along the Line of Actual Control (LAC). We are looking forward to a peaceful de-escalation and 
disengagement process. That being said IAF is ready to respond in case of any eventuality,” said Air 
Chief Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari, Chief of the Air Staff (CAS), Indian Air Force. In an interview 
with Aeromag, the IAF chief talks about the force’s focus on indigenization, new inductions, and 
plans along the LAC.

Air Chief Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari
PVSM AVSM VM ADC
Chief of the Air Staff, Indian Air Force
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Shall we begin with the question of the 
new synergy in the defence ecosystem 
with a substantial budgetary allocation 
for indigenous fighter aircraft and how it 
enhances the Air Force combat capability?

The budgetary allocation for an 
indigenous fighter aircraft is a major boost 
to the industry and the Indian aviation 
ecosystem. The indigenization initiative 
is not limited to fighter aircraft but also 
in trainers, combat-helicopters and other 
niche and advanced technologies that 
aid network-centric warfare capabilities. 
The IAF has inducted several indigenous 
pieces of equipment across varied 
domains like radars, missiles, network 
systems, weapons and this is bound to 
increase as the industry evolves with 
advanced technological capabilities.

In view of the integration of advanced 
electronic warfare systems, sensors, 
radars and superior weapons, how would 
you assess the pace of development of 
LCA Mk 1A and AMCA, India’s fifth 
generation fighter?

We have made steady progress in 
operationalizing indigenous technology 
for sensors, radars and EW systems. The 
Tejas versions would accrue benefits from 
this initiative. The IAF is committed to 
the development of Advanced Medium 
Combat Aircraft (AMCA) with an aim 

to incorporate contemporary sixth-
generation capabilities and sensors in a 
fifth generation platform.

Now that drone technology has 
significantly added a new dynamic to 
conflicts and terror threats, how capable 
are we in countering drone strikes and 
how fast can we adapt to novel combat 
features of drone warfare?

The current radar pickup of the IAF 
is being augmented by varied Counter 
Drone Systems and drone radars are 
being inducted. In addition, feasibility 

of modification of the existing radars to 
pick up the low RGB targets like drones 
is being evaluated along with DRDO. 
This will enhance the IAF’s capability 
to detect the drones. We have been 
working on capability development and 
acquisition in this field with due regard to 
emerging threats. Our thrust has been on 
indigenous development of UAS/ Counter 
UAS technologies. Procurement of the 
subject systems is being undertaken 
through indigenous route under well-
defined Defence Acquisition Procedure 
(DAP-2020).
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In the backdrop of the centenary 
celebrations of the Chinese Communist 
Party and its added euphoria in the 
Peoples’ Liberation Army, do you see any 
dramatic change from the part of China 
in Ladakh or any other sector of concern 
— like strengthening of operational 
infrastructure, or deployment affecting 
de-escalation and disengagement?

The People’s Liberation Army Air 
Force (PLAAF) continues to focus 
on strengthening its operational 
infrastructure along the LAC. The 
developments are being closely 
monitored. We are looking forward 

to a peaceful de-escalation and 
disengagement process. That being said 
IAF is ready to respond in case of any 
eventuality.

We have been hearing about Integrated 
Theatre Command structure as part of 
reforms. For the Indian Air Force what are 
the positive elements of transformation 
and what are the major challenges?

The transformation will enhance the 
joined role of the forces in planning and 
coordinated execution at the highest level. 
This is the most important higher defence 
reform which will dictate the way we fight 

in the future and IAF is fully committed to 
it. Defining futuristic military capabilities 
in light of asymmetric threats and 
dovetailing CONOPS, the work on joint 
Commands is an exhaustive exercise. An 
optimum solution is envisaged to emerge 
out of consensus catering to exploiting the 
strengths of individual service doctrines.

Looking forward, what are your major 
proposals for certain critical areas 
and improving operational training 
methodology amid all the devastation 
and challenges of the pandemic?

Our focus is to retain our capability 
by taking strict measures to protect our 
human resource in these challenging 
times. We have taken measures to ramp 
up our capability by instituting pandemic 
protocols to maintain the operational 
edge. The pandemic has defined new 
normal in the conduct of operations. 
Digitalization has been instrumental in 
aiding conduct of operational training 
and battle inoculation exercises. We have 
enhanced several online training modules 
which were implemented during the 
pandemic, and are now in a position to 
take much of our academic and theory 
training online. We are also expanding the 
scope of virtual reality and similar aids, as 
well as optimising our training cycle for 
better efficiencies.
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Marching towards fulfilling the 
vision of becoming a global 
shipbuilder, Garden Reach 

Shipbuilders and Engineers Ltd. (GRSE), a 
Mini Ratna Category 1 Defence PSU and 
leading warship building company of India, 
achieved another milestone by laying the 
Keel of the ‘Ocean-Going Passenger cum 
Cargo Vessel’ at Kolkata, a prestigious 
project under execution for the Co-
operative Republic of Guyana.

The Keel laying ceremony of the Ocean-
Going Vessel was conducted in the 
presence of Captain Stephen Thomas, 
Director General, Maritime Administration 
Department, Ronalda Edwards-Horatio, 
Charge’ D’ Affaires, A.I., Guyana High 
Commission, India, Rear Admiral VK 
Saxena, IN(Retd.), Chairman & Managing 
Director, GRSE, Directors of GRSE and 
other Senior Officials of GRSE and 
Transport & Harbour Department, Guyana.

The 70 m long vessel with a displacement 
of 1700 Tonnes is propelled by two diesel 
Engines and Twin Disc Gear Boxes to 
achieve a maximum speed of 15 Knots. 
The ship has been fully designed by the 
GRSE design teams and can accommodate 
294 passengers (including 14 crew 
members) along with 14 cars, 02 trucks, 
and 14 containers & cargo and is planned 

to operate in the coastal and riverine area 
of Northwest District of Guyana.

Speaking on the occasion, Chief Guest 
Captain Stephen Thomas, Director 
General, Maritime Administration 
Department, expressed satisfaction over 
the progress of the project and said, 
“This project is a distinct enterprise for 
the Government of Guyana designed 
to provide smart transportation of 
passengers and cargo. Catering to the 
needs of our people, the vessel will prove 
to be an efficient mode of transport for 
the passengers and cargo movement in 
Guyana. This cooperation with India’s 
leading shipbuilder GRSE, highlights our 
stable and long-term relationship with 
India.”

Highlighting the importance of achieving 
this major ‘Keel laying’ milestone amidst 
these challenging times, Rear Admiral 
VK Saxena, IN (Retd), Chairman & MD, 
GRSE stated, “The Ocean-going Passenger 
cum Cargo Ferry Vessel project provided 
GRSE with an opportunity to leverage our 
expertise in design and ship construction 
and showcase our shipbuilding prowess 
in the global arena. The success of this 
project stands dedicated to the untiring 
efforts of Team GRSE and synergy among 
all stakeholders despite of the ongoing 

pandemic. This vessel aims to create a new 
benchmark in the field of passenger and 
cargo movement in Guyana. This project is 
a harbinger for more cooperation between 
our friendly nations in the maritime domain 
in near future. GRSE is proud to contribute 
towards friendly bilateral relations between 
the two nations.”

Earlier this year, GRSE and Transport 
and Harbours Department (T&HD), 
Government of Guyana signed the 
contract for the construction of the 
Ocean-Going Vessel. The Shipyard 
bagged this prestigious contract through 
competitive bidding. The design has been 
accomplished by the in-house design team 
of GRSE and incorporates enhanced safety 
and operational features. With its emphasis 
on export and realigning marketing 
strategies to match the dynamic global 
environment, the shipyard is building six 
patrol crafts for Bangladesh apart from 
this ship for Republic of Guyana. In pursuit 
of indigenization and Self-reliance in 
Shipbuilding, GRSE is currently executing 
six shipbuilding projects including three 
Advanced Frigates under Project 17A, 
four Survey Vessels (Large) & eight Anti-
Submarine Warfare Shallow Watercraft for 
the Indian Navy and one Fast Patrol Vessel 
for the Indian Coast Guard.

GRSE Lays Keel of Ocean Going 
Vessel for Republic of Guyana
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As a new company by bifurcating 
the Ordnance Factory Board, 
could you talk about the products, 
services, and manufacturing 
facilities of Munitions India?

As you are aware the erstwhile 
OFB has been converted into 
seven 100% government owned 
DPSUs. Munitions India Limited 
(MIL) is the largest DPSU among 
these and engaged in manufacture 
of wide range of explosives, 
propellants, and ammunition 
ranging from small calibre to large 
calibre, bombs, rockets, mines and 
other such items. Our 12 factories 
are spread over five states in 
India. These are equipped with 
modern manufacturing facilities 
coupled with all requisite test and 
evaluation facilities. MIL is also 
engaged in development and 
upgrade of its products to meet 
newer requirements of customers.

 
What are the important on-going 

programmes of Munitions India for 

the Indian Armed Forces?
MIL will be meeting all the 

requirements of Indian Armed 
Forces and Indian Police Forces for 
a wide range of ammunition and 
explosives under its manufacturing 
belt. MIL is continuously 
modernising its manufacturing 
facilities to achieve higher 
standards of quality and become 
more competitive. Considering 
future requirements of the 
Services, MIL is augmenting its 
production capacities for certain 
explosive manufacturing plants. 
Future requirements of ammunition 
are dependent on today’s weapon 
induction trend. We are aware 
of such future requirements in 
the field of ammunition for small 
arms, medium calibre, artillery 
ammunition and rockets. 

The on-going projects include 
new FSAPDS tank ammunition, 
BMCS for artillery, supporting 
explosive manufacturing plants 
for these ammunitions in addition 

MIL Aims to be a Reliable 
Maker of Ammunition

Munitions India Limited (MIL) is the largest DPSU created 
after the division of Ordnace Factory Factory Board (OFB) 
and it is engaged in the manufacture of wide range of 
explosives, propellants, and ammunition for the Armed 
Forces. Under the leader of MIL’s Chairman and Managing 
Director, Ravi Kant, an officer of 1986 batch of Indian 
Ordnance Factories Service, the company aims to grow 
into one of the most reliable manufacturer of explosives 
and ammunition in terms of quality, cost and deliveries in 
the world while aligning its future products with emerging 
smart technologies. With the experience of having led 
major ammunition indigenization programme under the 
Transfer of Technology from leading OEMs from Israel, 
Russia, Sweden, South Africa and Italy, Kant is leading 
MIL to register successes in various areas of defence 
manufacture. Speaking to Aeromag, he talks about the 
priorities and operations of MIL.

Ravi Kant
CMD 
Munitions India Limited
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to ammunition development 
exercise. Besides, Indian 
Army, which is our biggest 
and prestigious customer, MIL 
is trying to expand horizon 
towards requirements of 
Indian Air Force (IAF) and 
Indian Navy, which presents 
a prospective business 
opportunity. 

The Government of India 
has stressed the need to 
involve the private industry 
in the defence sector under 
Atmanirbhar Bharat. Could you 
talk about Munitions India’s 
plan in this regard?

MIL is fully committed to 
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ program 
of the government of India. It 
has started to see successes 
in various areas of defence 
manufacture. Several small 
and big companies have 
entered into business of 
defence manufacture. It is 
a comprehensive program 
of government wherein 
innovation (iDex), support 
to startups and MSMEs, 
indigenisation (Srijan Portal), 
generation of IPR (Mission 
Raksha Gyan Shakti), 
development of indigenous 
and futuristic items (Make-

II), artificial intelligence (AI 
in Defence) have all been 
interwoven to lay foundation 
of strong, independent and 
future ready indigenous 
defence industry. 

MIL is supporting indigenous 
industry with high level 
of outsourcing to MSME 
firms. MIL also plans to 
support Indian industry 
in development of future 
ammunition wherein expertise 
of MIL in development, 
manufacturing and tests of 
explosives is very useful. We 
are planning strategic tie-ups 
with certain companies in this 
regard. Internally, MIL also 
is aligned to take benefits of 
above programs of the GoI 
to grow up in the technology 
chain. Our experience with 
indigenisation has been very 
positive in bringing down cost 
as well as procurement time.

Please tell us about export 
business of Munitions India.  
What are the products and 
who are the customers?

MIL, though at a nascent 
stage now, has given special 
thrust to exports driven 
by favourable government 
policies and large business 

opportunities. MIL group 
of factories are exporting 
ammunition and explosives 
to various countries in last 
few years. There have been 
several repeat orders, which 
gives us confidence on high 
level of quality standards as 
well as competitive pricing. 
We cannot divulge the specific 
details of countries and 
products being exported, but 
the range encompasses small 
arms ammunition, large calibre 
ammunition, explosives. 

MIL has also started venturing 
into exports of ammunition 
hardware components and to 
become part of global supply 
chain. Geographical map of 
our customer countries spans 
over Asia, Middle East, Africa, 
Europe, USA and others. We 
are targeting growth in export 
market with specific Product: 
Country Matrix. There 
are certain manufacturing 
segments where we have 
to work on becoming more 
cost competitive. I hope that 
export from MIL will grow 
manifolds in coming years with 
new geographies and new 
products. 

As the first Chairman 
and Managing Director of 
Munitions India, could you talk 
about your vision and plans for 
the company?

As the first CMD of 
prestigious MIL, my first task 
is to motivate my workforce 
through this transformation 
stage. The factories under MIL 
are well-equipped with very 
strong and skilled workforce. 
Explosive manufacturing is a 
very specialised and sensitive 
area, where manufacturing 
technology is not only a 
‘science’ but also an ‘art’. The 
company has to focus on its 
strength. I foresee MIL to grow 
into one of the most reliable 
manufacturer of explosives and 
ammunition in terms of quality, 
cost and deliveries in the 
world while aligning its future 
products with emerging smart 
technologies.
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INS Visakhapatnam, a P15B stealth 
guided missile destroyer, was 
commissioned into the Indian Navy in 

the presence of Defence Minister Rajnath 
Singh at the Naval Dockyard, Mumbai 
on November 21, 2021.The event marks 
the formal induction of the first of the 
four ‘Visakhapatnam’ class destroyers, 
indigenously designed by the Indian Navy’s 
in-house organisation Directorate of Naval 
Design and constructed by Mazagon Dock 
Shipbuilders Limited, Mumbai.

Defence Minister termed INS 
Visakhapatnam as a symbol of the 
growing maritime prowess of the country 
and a major milestone in achieving Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of ‘Make 

in India, Make for the World’. He added 
that the ship is a reminder of ancient 
and medieval India's maritime power, 
shipbuilding skills and glorious history. 
Rajnath Singh exuded confidence that the 
state-of-the-art ship, equipped with latest 
systems and weapons, will strengthen the 
maritime security and protect the interests 
of the Nation. He defined the ship as one 
of the most technologically advanced 
guided missile destroyers in the world 
which will cater to the present & future 
requirements of the Armed Forces and the 
Nation as a whole.

Rajnath Singh appreciated the self-
reliance efforts of the Indian Navy, 
terming Navy’s order of 39 of the 41 ships 

and submarines from Indian shipyards 
as a testament to their commitment 
towards achieving ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’. 
He described the development of 
Indigenous Aircraft Carrier 'INS Vikrant' 
as an important milestone in their path to 
achieve ‘Aatmanirbharta’

The minister emphasized on the need 
to keep the Indo-Pacific region open, 
safe and secure, terming it as the primary 
objective of the Indian Navy. He asserted 
that India’s interests are directly linked 
with the Indian Ocean and the region is 
crucial for the world economy. “Challenges 
such as piracy, terrorism, illegal smuggling 
of arms and narcotics, human trafficking, 
illegal fishing and damage to the 
environment are equally responsible for 
affecting the maritime domain. He lauded 
the Indian Navy for taking forward the 
Prime Minister’s vision of SAGAR (Security 
and Growth for All in the Region) with the 
spirit of friendship, openness, dialogue, 
and co-existence with the neighbours.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh with Captain Birendra Singh Bains, CO INS Visakhapatnam, Vice Adm R Hari Kumar,  
FOC-in-C (West), Admiral  Karambir Singh, CNS and Vice Adm Narayan Prasad (Retd), CMD, MDL during the commissioning ceremony.

INS Visakhapatnam Commissioned
into the Indian Navy

• INS Visakhapatnam – a Stealth Guided Missile Destroyer - 
commissioned into Indian Navy in the presence of Defence Minister 
Rajnath Singh at Naval Dockyard, Mumbai

• Indigenously developed missile destroyer packed with state-of-the-
art weapons & sensors with modern surveillance radars
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INS Visakhapatnam measures 163m 
in length, 17m in breadth with a 
displacement of 7,400 tonnes and can 
rightfully be regarded as one of the most 
potent warships to have been constructed 
in India. The ship is packed with 
sophisticated state-of-the-art weapons 
and sensors such as Surface-to-Surface 
missile and Surface-to-Air missiles. The 
anti-submarine warfare capabilities are 

provided by the indigenously developed 
rocket launchers, torpedo launchers and 
ASW helicopters. The ship is equipped 
to fight under Nuclear, Biological and 
Chemical (NBC) warfare conditions.

The ship has a total complement of 
about 315 personnel. It will be under the 
command of Captain Birendra Singh Bains, 
a Navigation & Direction specialist.

Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral 

Karambir Singh, Member of Parliament 
Arvind Sawant, Flag Officer Commanding-
in-Chief, Western Naval Command 
Vice Admiral R Hari Kumar, Chairman 
& Managing Director, Mazagon Dock 
Shipbuilders Limited Vice Admiral Narayan 
Prasad (Retd) and other senior civil & 
military officials of Ministry of Defence 
were present during the commissioning 
ceremony.

 Defence Minister Rajnath Singh with the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS), General Bipin Rawat, the Chief of the Air Staff,  
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari, Senior Officials of the Ministry of Defence and Indian Air Force at the Air Force Commanders’ 
Conference, in New Delhi.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi dedicated several new 
initiatives of the Ministry of Defence (MoD) to the nation 
at the ‘Rashtra Raksha Samparpan Parv’ in Jhansi, Uttar 

Pradesh. The grand ceremony celebrating ‘Rashtra Raksha 
Samarpan Parv’ was held in the precincts of Jhansi Fort. The Prime 
minister said that events like ‘Rashtra Raksha Samparpan Parv’ 
will go a long way in creating an environment of Aatmnirbharta in 
the defence sector.

PM Modi said that for a long time India has been among the 
largest arms buyer countries in the world. But today the mantra 
of the country is – Make in India, Make for the world. Today India 
is working to make its forces self-reliant. Jhansi will be a major 

player in this enterprise, he added.
The projects dedicated by the PM include the launch of NCC 

Alumni Association and Modi was registered as the first member 
of the association. He also launched a National Programme of 
Simulation Training for NCC Cadets during the event. A kiosk to 
pay tribute to the fallen heroes at National War Memorial and a 
Mobile app of National War Memorial was launched.

Modi also launched the DRDO-designed and developed 
Advanced Electronic Warfare Suite ‘Shakti’ for Indian Naval Ships, 
Light Combat Helicopter and drones. He also laid the foundation 
stone of the Rs 400 crore project of Bharat Dynamics Ltd at Jhansi 
Node of the UP Defence Industrial Corridor. 

PM Modi Launches New MoD
Initiatives in Jhansi

Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the ‘Rashtra Raksha Samparpan Parv’, in Jhansi, Uttar Pradesh on November 19, 2021. The Governor 
of Uttar Pradesh, Anandiben Patel, Defence  Minister Rajnath Singh and the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Yogi Adityanath are also 
seen.
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A joint high intensity 
airlift exercise, 
‘Op Hercules’ was 

undertaken by the Indian Air 
Force and Indian Army to 
strengthen the logistics supply 
in the Northern sector and to 
augment winter stocking in 
the operational areas.

The platforms utilized for 
the airlift were C-17, IL-76 and 

An-32 aircraft, which took off 
from one of the forward bases 
of Western Air Command.  
The effort was a real-time 
demonstration of the inherent 
heavy lift capability of the 
Indian Air Force, which has 
played a major role in ensuring 
the ability to quickly respond 
to any contingency during the 
past.

IAF Revalidates Heavy Lift
for Winter Stocking

The Defence Acquisition 
Council (DAC) in 
its meeting of 23th  

November held under the 
Chairmanship of Defence 
Minister Rajnath Singh 
accorded Acceptance of 
Necessity (AoN) for one 
Capital Acquisition proposal 
of Indian Air Force for its 
modernization and operational 
needs amounting to Rs. 2,236 
Cr. under the category of 
‘Make in India’.

The procurement proposal 
of Air Force was for GSAT-7C 
Satellite and Ground Hubs 
for real-time connectivity 
of Software Defined Radios 
(SDRs). The project envisages 
complete design, development 
and launching of satellite in 
India.

Induction of GSAT-7C 
Satellite and Ground Hubs 
for Software Defined Radios 
(SDRs) will enhance the 
ability of our Armed Forces to 
communicate beyond Line of 
Sight (LoS) among one another 
in all circumstances in a secure 
mode.

Defence Acquisition Council Approves
 Proposal of Value Rs. 2,236 Cr.

• Indian Air Force to procure GSAT-7C Satellite and 
Ground Hubs for real-time connectivity of Software 
Defined Radios

• Complete design, development and launching of 
satellite to be in India

• It will enhance the ability of our Armed Forces to 
communicate beyond the Line of Sight 

Rajnath Singh 
Defence Minister

The Indian Delegation at the Dubai Airshow India Pavilion. Air Marshal A P Singh SASO, HQ, EAC, Head of India Delegation,  
R. Madhavan, CMD, HAL, Gp.Capt A.K.Bansal, DPO( ICE-I), S. Anbuvelan, CEO, HAL Helicopter Complex, Devender Sharma, Addl. 
Director, Directorate of Public Interface, DRDO, Cmde A Madhavarao ( Retd), Executive Director, Bharat Dynamics also seen.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
handed over the Electronic 
Warfare Suite ‘Shakti’ for Indian 

Naval Ships to Chief of Naval Staff Admiral 
Karambir Singh during Rashtra Raksha 
Samarpan Parv at Jhansi. The Advanced 
Electronic Warfare (EW) System 
‘Shakti’, designed and developed by 
Defence Electronics Research Laboratory 
(DLRL) Hyderabad, a DRDO laboratory 
for Capital Warships of the Indian 
Navy for the interception, detection, 
classification, identification and jamming 
of conventional and modern Radars. 
The Shakti EW system will provide an 
electronic layer of defence against modern 
radars and anti-ship missiles to ensure 
electronic dominance and survivability in 
the maritime battlefield. This system will 

replace the earlier generation EW Systems 
of the Indian Navy. 

The system has been integrated with the 
wideband Electronic Support Measures 
(ESM) and Electronic Counter Measure 
(ECM) for the defence of Indian Navy 
Ships against missile attacks.  The ESM 
of the system helps in finding accurate 
direction and interception of modern 
radars. The system has a built-in radar 
fingerprinting and data recording replay 
feature for post-mission analysis. 

First Shakti system has been installed 
on-board INS Visakhapatnam and is being 
installed on-board Indigenous Aircraft 
Carrier, INS Vikrant. Twelve Shakti 
Systems are under production at Bharat 
Electronics Ltd (BEL) supported by more 
than fifty MSMEs at a total cost of Rs 

1805 Crores. These systems are scheduled 
to be installed on-board capital warships 
under production, including P-15B, P-17A 
and Talwar class follow-on ships. 

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh 
congratulated DRDO, Indian Navy and 
Industry Partners for the development of 
the Shakti EW System. He said that this 
will enhance the capabilities of the Indian 
Navy and termed it as a major milestone 
towards Atmanirbhar Bharat in areas of 
advanced defence technologies. 

Secretary DDR&D and Chairman 
DRDO, Dr G Satheesh Reddy has 
congratulated the teams associated with 
the development of the Shakti EW System 
and said that the system will further 
augment the Navy’s Electronic Intelligence 
capability. 

Prime Minister Handed over Advanced 
Electronic Warfare Suite to Indian Navy

Special issues for Singapore Airshow
15 - 20 February 2022

in association with
Society of Indian Aerospace
Technologies & Industries

a magazine dedicated to aerospace & defence industry
www.aeromag.in       Singapore Airshow Day - 1  11 February  2020  

Singapore Airshow:
All set to dazzle the skies again

PBS will Produce the 1,000th 
TJ100 Jet Engine this year

Schiebel‘s 
Revolutionary UAS, 

the S-100  For Details, Please contact : 
editor@aeromag.in /  marketing@aeromag.in 
Cell : +91 9448447509 / +91 9480551925

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Karambir Singh presenting a memento to Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Secretary DDR&D and 
Chairman DRDO, Dr G Satheesh Reddy also seen.
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As part of its Offset 
commitments under 
the prestigious C295 

aircraft programme of the 
Government of India, and in 
line with the ‘Make in India’ 
policy, Airbus Defence and 
Space has signed a contract 
with Navratna Defence PSU 
Bharat Electronics Limited 
(BEL) for the manufacture 
and supply of Radar Warning 
Receiver (RWR) and Missile 
Approach Warning System 
(MAWS). This export order, 
worth 93.15 M USD, is the 
biggest order received till date 
by BEL.

The contract was signed by 
Vinay Kumar Katyal, Director 

(Bengaluru Complex), BEL, 
M V Raja Sekhar, Director 
(Research & Development), 
BEL, Dominique Arnal, Sr 
Vice President (Procurement, 
Supply Chain & Logistics/ 
Airbus Defence & Space), and  
Annika Mulder, Vice President 
(Procurement Structure, 
Materials & IT / Airbus 
Defence & Space).

Jorge Tamarit Degenhardt, 
Venkat Katkuri, Thierry 
Cloutet and Rohit Srivastava 
(all from Airbus) and Manoj 
Jain, General Manager 
(Electronic Warfare & 
Avionics), BEL, Murali V, 
General Manager (Finance/
Bengaluru Complex), BEL, Anil 
K Sogi, Additional General 
Manager (D&E/EW&A), 
BEL, and H P Srinivas Rao, 

Additional General Manager 
(International Marketing), 
BEL, were present.

Airbus Defence and Space 
is rigorously working towards 
the ‘Make in India’ dream 
of the Indian Government. 
“The contract with Airbus 
Defence and Space is the 
biggest export order received 
till date by BEL. We are very 
happy to be part of the C295 
programme," said Vinay 
Kumar Katyal, Director of 
Bengaluru Complex, BEL. 

“We are happy to be 
associated with Airbus 
Defence and Space in 
manufacturing and delivering 
the Radar Warning Receiver 
(RWR) and Missile Approach 
Warning System (MAWS) for 
the prestigious C295 aircraft 

programme. We look forward 
to working with Airbus for 
more such programmes and 
challenges,” said Anandi 
Ramalingam, Chairman & 
Managing Director, BEL.

“We are proud to partner 
with Bharat Electronics 
Limited as per the provisions 
of the C295 programme. This 
partnership demonstrates 
Airbus’ commitment to 
support the development of 
the defence manufacturing 
ecosystem in India by working 
with the full spectrum of 
industrial partners from 
both the public and private 
sectors,” said Mr Dominique 
Arnal, Sr Vice President 
(Procurement, Supply Chain & 
Logistics/ Airbus Defence and 
Space).

Airbus signs contract with BEL
for C295 aircraft programme

Dominique Arnal, Sr Vice President (Procurement, Supply Chain & Logistics/ Airbus Defence and Space), Vinay Kumar Katyal, 
Director (Bengaluru Complex), BEL, M V Raja Sekhar, Director (R&D), BEL, and senior officers of BEL and Airbus after exchanging the 
MoU documents signed between the two companies.

BEL receives biggest 
Export Order ever
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Design The government has signed a contract for procurement of two Fixed Base Full 
Mission Simulators (FBFMS) for Jaguar Aircraft from HAL for IAF with five years 
Comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract (CAMC) at a combined total cost 

of Rs.357 crore. These simulators would be installed at Air Force Stations Jamnagar and 
Gorakhpur. 

Under the Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan, India is continuously growing in its power to 
indigenously design, develop and manufacture advanced cutting-edge technologies and 
systems in the Defence Sector. The manufacturing of Fixed Base Full Mission Simulator 
(FBFMS) by HAL will give a further push to the Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative and boost 
indigenization of defence production and the defence industry in the country.  

The commissioning of the first FBFMS with associated equipment shall be completed 
within 27 months at Air Force Station Jamnagar & the 2nd FBFMS within 36 months. 

Contract Signed for Simulator (FBFMS) 
for Jaguar Aircraft from HAL

Dubai Airshow and the UAE Space Agency have signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) during Dubai Airshow. The two parties will collaborate 
to further position Dubai Airshow as a key platform for companies and 

investors in the space sector. The partnership will support organizations looking to 
establish a presence at future editions of the event and will enable space companies 
to benefit from the participation, engagements, networking and agreements created at 
Dubai Airshow.

The MoU was signed by His Highness Sheikh Ahmed Bin Saeed Al Maktoum, President 
of Dubai Civil Aviation Authority, Chairman of Dubai Airports and Chairman and Chief 
Executive of Emirates Airline and Group and Her Excellency Sarah Bint Yousif Al Amiri, 
Minister of State for Advanced Technology, Chairwoman of the UAE Space Agency.

Dubai Airshow and UAE 
Space Agency sign MoU 
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The Dubai Air Show 
2021on its penultimate 
day on 17th November 

commenced with a fascinating 
combined flypast by the IAF's 
Suryakiran Aerobatics Team 

and UAE's Al Fursan Display 
Team. Nine Hawk-132 of 
Suryakiran Team flew in sync 

with seven Aermacchi MB-339 
of Al Fursan over important 
landmarks of Dubai like Burj 
Khalifa, Palm Jumeirah and 
Burj Al Arab, in a display which 
signifies the deep camaraderie 
and bonhomie between the 
two Air Forces.

The Suryakirans also 
participated in a late afternoon 
aerobatics display which was 
highly appreciated by the 
crowd. The ever-increasing 
popularity of the Tejas was 
reinforced by the superb 
demonstration flight flown by 
the fighter at Dubai Airshow. 
The aircraft maneuvered 
effortlessly, showing off 
its agility and versatility; a 
testament to the rapid strides 
that the platform has achieved 
in recent times.

IAF Suryakiran’s Aerobatic
Display at Dubai Air Show

Indian Naval Ship (INS) Khanjar, an 
indigenously built Missile Corvette 
along with Dornier Maritime Patrol 

Aircraft had coordinated patrol (CORPAT) 
with Indonesian Naval Ship KRI Sultan 
Thaha Syaifuddin, (376), a Kapitan 
Patimura-Class Corvette.

The 37th edition of CORPAT between 

India and Indonesia witnessed the 
participation of Maritime Patrol Aircraft 
from both the Nations. The exercise,was  
conducted as a ‘non-contact, “at sea only” 
exercise in view of COVID-19 pandemic 
and highlights the mutual trust, synergy 
and cooperation between the two friendly 
Navies.

India and Indonesia have been carrying 
out Coordinated Patrols (CORPAT) along 
the International Maritime Boundary 
Line (IMBL) twice in a year since 2002, 
with an aim of keeping this vital part of 
the Indian Ocean Region safe and secure 

for commercial shipping, international 
trade and conduct of legitimate 
maritime activities. CORPATs help build 
understanding and interoperability 
between navies, and facilitate institution 
of measures to prevent and suppress Illegal 
Unreported Unregulated (IUU) fishing, 
drug trafficking, maritime terrorism, 
armed robbery and piracy.

As part of Government of India’s vision 
of SAGAR (Security And Growth for All 
in the Region), Indian Navy has been 
proactively engaging with the countries in 
the Indian Ocean Region. 

India-Indonesia 
Coordinated Patrol
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With a strong delegation 
comprising numerous 
Defence Public Sector 

Undertakings (DPSUs) and private 
players, the Indian pavilion at Dubai 
Airshow highlights the nation’s 
prowess in defence and aerospace 
manufacture and exports. Being the 
first major airshow in the world during 
the challenging times of the Covid-19 
pandemic, Dubai Airshow 2021 offers 
India a global platform to spearhead the 
mission of expanding the global reach of 
it defence players. 

The Indian pavilion at the show was 
inaugurated by Air Marshal AP Singh, 
Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO) HQ 

Eastern Air Command (EAC), in the 
presence of R Madhavan, Chairman 
and Managing Director, Hindustan 
Aeronautics Limited (HAL).

S Anbuvelan Chief Executive Officer, 
Helicopter Complex, HAL, Cmde 
A Madhavarao (Retd.), Executive 
Director (Unit Head- KBU and PSG) 
and Devendera Sharma, DRDS, Sc ‘E’ 
& Additional Director, Directorate of 
Public Interface, Defence Research and 
Development Organisation (DRDO) 
among several other dignitaries were 
also present at the function.

Among the DPSUs, there are 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), 
Defence Research and Development 

Organisation (DRDO), Bharat Dynamics 
Limited (BDL) and BrahMos Aerospace. 
Bevel Gears will be among the private 
companies showcasing their products 
and technologies from India.

Several top officials of the Indian 
Ministry of Defence and the Armed 
Forces are attending the show to 
meet their counterparts and seize 
opportunities in defence cooperation. 
On the day-1 itself, the Indian pavilion 
witnessed thousands of visitors. With 
an eye on new Joint Ventures (JV) and 
export promotion, several meetings and 
discussions were held on the sidelines 
of the expo, which provided the right 
platform for forging new partnerships. 

Indian Pavilion Showcases Nation’s 
Export Potential at Dubai Airshow
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Commodore Siddarth Mishra (Retd) CMD, BDL presenting 
the BDL products to a Military Delegation. P. Radhakrishna, 
Director, Production, BDL also seen.
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Astra Weapon System
'Aó' {‘gmBb àUmbr

AmH$me Aó àUmbr
Akash Weapon System

hëHo$ ^ma dmbm Q>m°a{nS>mo   

déUmó
Varunastra

C M D S
gr E‘ S>r Eg

Konkurs-M
H$m§Hy$g©-E‘

^maV S>m`Zm{_Šg {b{_Q>oS>
BHARAT DYNAMICS LIMITED

em§{V H$m AmYma Aó-~b
THE FORCE BEHIND PEACE

(^maV gaH$ma H$m CnH«$‘ A Govt. of India Enterprise, ajm ‘§Ìmb` Ministry of Defence)

Corporate Office  : Plot No. 38-39, TSFC Building,  Financial District, Gachibowli, Hyderabad - 500032. Telangana State, India
E-mail: bdbdl@bdl-india.in Website: www.bdl-india.in

 {ZJ‘ H$m¶m©b¶ : ßbm°Q> Z§ 38-39, Q>r Eg E’$ gr {~pëS§>J , ’$mBZ|{e¶b {S>pñQ´>ŠQ>, Jƒr~mCbr, h¡Xam~mX - 500032. Vob§JmZm, ^maV

B©-‘ob: bdbdl@bdl-india.in do~gmBQ : www.bdl-india.in

Light Weight Torpedo

• A	Miniratna	Category	-	I	Defence	PSU
• Listed	in	NSE	and	BSE
• Incorporated	in	July,	1970
• Core	areas	of	operation:

Ø 	Guided	Missiles	and	allied	equipment.
Ø 	Underwater	Weapons.
Ø 	Airborne	Products.
Ø 	Ground	Support	Equipment.
Ø	Product	Life	Cycle	Support.

• {‘ZraËZ loUr-1 H$m gmd©O{ZH$ ajm CnH«$‘
• EZ Eg B© Am¡a ~r Eg B© _o gyMr~Õ
• OwbmB©, 1970 ‘| ñWm{nV
• n[aMmbZ Ho$ à‘wI joÌ :

Ø g§M{bV àjonmó Am¡a g§~Õ CnH$aU
Ø A§VO©b-Aó
Ø dm`wdmhH$ CËnmX
Ø ^y-AmYm[aV CnH$aU
Ø CËnmX Ho  McZo VH$ h‘H X‘

TOWARDS SELF - RELIANCE IN DEFENCE 
ajm joÌ ‘| AmË‘{Z^©aVm H$s Amoa AJ«ga 

^maV S>m`Zm{_Šg {b{_Q>oS> BHARAT DYNAMICS LIMITED
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